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A non exhaustive picture!



The time-domain bonanza

• Transit survey requirements are extremely stringent

• Sub-percent precision, tight time sampling, long baseline

• Opens vast array of possibilities

• Transit mimics (EBs)

• Intrinsic stellar variability

• Pulsating stars: δ Scuti, RR Lyrae, Cepheids, Sun-like, PMS, brown dwarfs

• Rotation, flaring and convection in active and normal stars

• Transients & moving objects

• asteroids, KBOs

• supernovae, GRB afterglows



• EBs discovered as part of transit candidate follow-up

• OGLE: Bouchy et al. (2005, A&A, 431, 1105); Pont et al. (2005a, A&A, 433, 21L; 2005b, A&A, 438, 
1123; 2006, A&A, 447, 1035)

• Tres: Mandushev et al. (2005, ApJ, 621, 1061); Creevey et al. (2005, ApJ, 625, 127L); O’Donovan et 
al. (2006, ApJ, 644, 1237)

• APT: Young et al. (2006, MNRAS, 370, 1529)

• probably many more... but not all get fully solved or published

Ancillary science publications from ground-
based transit search projects - I



Detached eclipsing binaries: 
anchoring stellar evolution

• Light curve + double lined spectroscopic orbit gives

• inclination, masses, radii, temperature ratio, luminosities

• all model-independent

• to a precision of a few % (Andersen 1991, A&ARv, 3, 91)

• Single lined: have to put in mass and radius for primary

• Applications:

• Tight constraints on evolutionary models

• Stellar parameters dominate uncertainties on transiting planet parameters!

• Distance / age estimation for individual stars, star clusters...

Creevey et al. (2005)



The pre-transit survey era
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Fig. 1. HR diagram for the sample of 58 binary systems with com-

ponents more massive than 0.6 M!. ZAMS sequences computed by
di!erent authors for Z = 0.02 are also indicated for comparison.

A91), which is supplemented with 11 systems5. We also add

three other systems with slightly lower accuracy criteria6 which

can be used for a posteriori testing. A few systems have more

recent and accurate measures than those listed by A91.We have

used the updated parameters for 5 systems and for the EW Ori

secondary component7. It is worth noting that we kept all the

systems from the Andersen list even EK Cep whose secondary

component is in a pre-MS phase (which is not included in the

stellar tracks that we used) because our method presented in

Sect. 3.3 can provide interesting results from the primary alone.

One possible concern is that these systems may have un-

dergone mass transfer episodes in the past. Although in some

special cases strong constraints can be placed on the evolution

of the system (e.g. Daems et al. 1997), in general this con-

fuses the issue. However in our sample this is unlikely to be

the case: (1) We have computed the Roche radii of the compo-

nents and checked that they were much larger than the stellar

radii (Lastennet 1998, from the formula of Eggleton 1983), and

(2) most of the systems are still between the ZAMS and the

TAMS, and their radii should not have evolved significantly.

The hypothesis of independent evolution without phases of

5 RT And (Popper 1994), AD Boo (Lacy 1997b), SW CMa (Lacy

1997c), AH Cep (Holmgren et al. 1990), CG Cyg (Popper 1994),

Y Cyg (Simon et al. 1994), CM Dra (Viti et al. 1997), AG Per

(Giménez & Clausen 1994), V505 Per (Marschall et al. 1997),

V3903 Sgr (Vaz et al. 1993; Vaz et al. 1997), V526 Sgr and YY Sgr

(Lacy 1997a).
6 ARAur (Nordström & Johansen 1994a, mass accuracy about 4%),

V477 Cyg (Giménez & Quintana 1992, mass accuracy: MA " 7%
and MB " 4%), and DH Cep (Hilditch et al. 1996, mass accuracy

about 5%).
7 V539 Ara (Clausen 1996), ! Aur (Nordström & Johansen 1994b),

GG Lup (Andersen et al. 1993), EW Ori B (Popper 1997), AI Phe

(Milone et al. 1992), and DM Vir (Latham et al. 1996).

mass transfer seems acceptable for every system in the sample,

except perhaps for DH Cep. This system is an ellipsoidal vari-

able, and the lack of eclipses makes any determination of the

inclination very uncertain. Although Hilditch et al. (1996) and

Penny et al. (1997) find that the system is detached, Burkholder

et al. (1997) argue that the radii of the components are, accord-

ing to their solution, very close to the Roche values. The uncer-

tainties in the inclination of the orbit makes this system much

less constraining.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the sample on the HR di-

agram, where it is readily apparent that the systems are mostly

sampling the evolutionary phases close to the main sequence.

Also indicated are the ZAMS computed by di!erent authors
at Z = 0.02, and the di!erent prescriptions for overshooting
and mass loss result in slightly di!erent sequences for massive

stars. Note that these sequences are very di!erent (by about
0.05 dex in Te! and 0.5 dex in L/L! in the range of logTe!
from 4.0 to about 4.6) from the widely used sequence tabu-

lated by Schmidt-Kaler (1982), which is no longer appropriate

(Lastennet 1998).

Hereafter, each binary is associated with a number between

square brackets (e.g. ! Aur [27]) corresponding to its entry in
all the tables and figures throughout this paper.

3.2. Effective temperatures and luminosities

The individual stars in the sample have typical relative errors

smaller than 5% for the e!ective temperature8 and relative er-

rors smaller than 10% for the luminosity. The interest of the lu-

minosity is that it follows directly from the temperature and ra-

dius (Stefan’s law), and hence is independent of distance. Since

analyses of these systems combine spectroscopy and photome-

try, the Te!s are likely to be more reliable than those in most of

studies of single field stars.

For these reasons, these 2 parameters were used directly

from the compilation of Andersen (1991) by di!erent authors

(e.g. Lastennet et al. 1996, or Pols et al. 1997). However, be-

cause Te!s (and therefore luminosities) are far more indirect

and inhomogeneousquantities among the fundamental parame-

ters, some e!orts have been done to revise their determinations

from photometric methods (e.g. Jordi et al. 1997; Lastennet

et al. 1999a; Ribas et al. 2000; Lastennet et al. 2002).

We decided however to keep the original Te! values from

the references given in Sect. 3.1 for simplicity because a com-

parison of the Te!s used by Ribas et al. (2000) and the ones

used in this paper show a very close agreement for the 41 sys-

tems in common (#66% of our sample), the great majority

(60 out of 82 stars) showing a di!erence below 2%. The

Te! di!erence is less than 4% for all the components, except

for 11 stars: both components of PV Cas [32], RS Cha [14],

AI Hya [20], QXCar [42] and IQ Per [33], and GZCMaA [23].

Since our results are not reliable for the first two (bad fit for [32]

and pre-MS stars for [14]) the Te! disagreement has no influ-

ence on our conclusions, however the results derived for the

8 Except in 6 less constraining systems where "(Te!)/Te! is be-
tween 5 and 9.6%: V1031 Ori [28], V451 Oph [31], GG Lup B [36],

EM Car [45], DH Cep [53] and SW CMa [58].

Lastennet & Valls-Gabaud (2002, A&A, 396, 551)

Above 0.6 M⊙☉, given L and Teff, all 3 sets of 

models tested predict M and R to 2-4%.

Further tests of the models limited by 
precision of metallicities and ages.

Paucity of systems above 1.4 M⊙☉ and below 
0.6 M⊙☉.

Systematics due to use of one set of tracks or 
other estimated at ~1σ.



Low mass EBs 
from transit surveys

1136 F. Pont et al.: Follow-up of OGLE transits in Carina

Fig. 9. Mass-radius relation for low-mass stars and planets. Black dots
show the objects in this study with well-determined mass and radius,
crosses the objects with higher uncertainties. Diamonds show Jupiter
and Saturn, open circles the results of the OGLE bulge fields from
Paper I, the hexagons are the three other transiting planets HD 209458
(Brown et al. 2001), OGLE-TR-56 (Konacki et al. 2003a) and TrES-1
(Alonso et al. 2004). The lines show the models of Girardi et al. (2002)
for Solar-type stars, for ages 0, 3 and 10 Gyr, and of Baraffe et al.
(1998) and Chabrier et al. (2000) for low-mass stars, brown dwarfs
and planets for ages 0.5 and 5 Gyr.

The absence of heavy (2–10 MJ) gas giants is more sig-
nificant, since these are expected to have radii comparable or
larger than hot Jupiters. Their absence is in agreement with in-
dications from Doppler surveys that heavy gas giants are not
found on tight orbits (Zucker & Mazeh 2002; Udry et al. 2002;
Pätzold & Rauer 2002) except in binary systems (Eggenberger
et al. 2004).

The absence of R > 1.3 RJ hot Jupiters like HD 209458
in the OGLE Carina survey is a strong constraint, since such
objects would have been much easier to detect in a transit sur-
vey than the three detected planets (see Sect. 5.4 below). This
indicates that cases such as HD 209458 are relatively rare.

Finally, the absence of credible candidates for light transit-
ing planets in our sample (OGLE-TR-109, 124 and 131 could
in principle harbour such objects, but as discussed in Sect. 4.4
an explantion in terms of false transit positive is found to be
more likely) indicates that “hot Saturns” generally have smaller
radii, or are less numerous than hot Jupiters. Some models of
pure H-He close-in gas giants (Guillot 2005) show that light
close-in planets could be inflated to 1 RJ or higher by the in-
cident flux of the star. Catastrophic evaporation scenarios like
that of Baraffe et al. (2004) also predict a light, expanded but
very transient state. The non-detection of R ! 1 RJ light planets
in transit surveys needs to be confirmed with higher statistics
but could indicate that hot Saturns have smaller radii than more
massive gas giants, possibly indicating the presence of heavier
material in their composition (Guillot 2005).

Fig. 10. Mass-radius relation for M-dwarfs. Black dots show the ob-
jects in this study with well-determined mass and radius, open circles
the results of the OGLE bulge fields from Paper I. Triangles are data
from equal-mass eclipsing binaries (Metcalfe et al. 1996; Ribas 2003)
and crosses from interferometry (Lane et al. 2001; Ségransan et al.
2003). The lines show the models of Baraffe et al. (1998) and Chabrier
et al. (2000) for low-mass stars and brown dwarfs for ages 0.5 and
5 Gyr. The vertical line shows the brown dwarf limit. The crossed cir-
cle is the position of our tentative solution for OGLE-TR-123.

There are several objects for which we obtained only one
measurement indicating a probable small eclipsing companion.
Further radial velocity monitoring of these objects would be
useful in the context of the low-mass stellar mass-radius rela-
tion. These are OGLE-TR-98, 99, 126 (and to a lesser degree
OGLE-TR-94 with a probable grazing eclipse). As mentioned
above, OGLE-TR-123 is especially interesting as a potential
transiting brown dwarf.

5.2. Orbital circularisation timescale

Binaries with periods smaller than about 10 days are observed
to be circularised by tidal interaction, except when a third body
can pump eccentricity into the orbit (Udry et al. 2000). In sev-
eral cases our radial velocity measurements are numerous and
precise enough compared to the orbital amplitude for a precise
determination of the orbital eccentricity, the value of the pe-
riod being fixed by the transit signal. Simple models predict a
1/(1 + q)q dependence of the orbital circularisation timescale
(Zahn 1989), where q is the mass ratio, and therefore the cir-
cularisation is expected to take longer for lighter companions.
This is indeed what we observed. From this data we conclude
that the typical circularisation period for small M-dwarf reach
down to 5 days, i.e. as low as for hot Jupiters.

Pont et al. (2005, A&A, 438, 1123)

dots: OGLE
triangles: M-M EBs

crosses: interferometry

OGLE: extended calibration right to BD limit.

Other surveys since added more systems, but 
many of the EBs are never fully solved.

Significant discrepancies between data and 
models around 0.1-0.2 M⊙☉.

Follow-up of transit candidates from large 
surveys yields about as many low-mass EBs 
with full solutions as planets. 

Future effort likely to focus on worst 
constrained mass ranges. To improve statistics 
overall, would need order of magnitude 
increase in numbers - expensive!
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Figure 8. Mass-radius relation for low-mass stars and eclips-
ing binaries. The present system is shown by the black points
with error bars, and the lines show pre-main-sequence NextGen
(! = 1.0, solid lines; Bara!e et al. 1998) and DUSTY (dashed
lines; Chabrier et al. 2000) models from the Lyon group, at five
ages (top to bottom): 1 Myr (grey line), 2 Myr (blue), 3 Myr
(red), 10 Myr (magenta) and 1 Gyr (black). Systems shown as
red points with error bars are existing pre-main sequence bina-
ries from Covino et al. (2001), Covino et al. (2004), Stassun et al.
(2004), Hebb et al. (2006) and Stassun et al. (2007). The small
grey points with error bars are a compilation of field systems
from Delfosse et al. (2000), Lane et al. (2001), Ségransan et al.
(2003), Lopez-Morales (2004), Bouchy et al. (2005), Pont et al.
(2005) and Lopez-Morales et al. (2006). We have opted to show
results from the literature to produce a figure summarising the
present empirical constraints on the PMS mass-radius relation.
The DUSTY models are included to show the predicted behaviour
in the brown dwarf domain.

servatorio del Roque de los Muchachos of the Instituto de
Astrofisica de Canarias. Based in part on observations col-
lected at the European Southern Observatory, Chile, as part
of ESO programme 078.C-0841. Also based on observations
obtained with the Phoenix infrared spectrograph, developed
and operated by the National Optical Astronomy Observa-
tory, at the Gemini Observatory, which is operated by the
Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc.,
under a cooperative agreement with the NSF on behalf of
the Gemini partnership: the National Science Foundation
(United States), the Particle Physics and Astronomy Re-
search Council (United Kingdom), the National Research
Council (Canada), CONICYT (Chile), the Australian Re-
search Council (Australia), CNPq (Brazil) and CONICET
(Argentina). Based on observations obtained at Cerro Tololo
Inter-American Observatory, a division of the National Op-
tical Astronomy Observatories, which is operated by the As-
sociation of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc. un-
der cooperative agreement with the National Science Foun-
dation. This publication makes use of data products from
the Two Micron All Sky Survey, which is a joint project of
the University of Massachusetts and the Infrared Process-
ing and Analysis Center/California Institute of Technology,
funded by the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion and the National Science Foundation. This research has
also made use of the SIMBAD database, operated at CDS,
Strasbourg, France.
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• Generic variable star searches in transit search datasets

• UStAPS: Street et al. (2002, MNRAS, 330, 737; 2005, MNRAS, 358, 795)

• PISCES: Mochejska et al. (2002, AJ, 123, 3460; 2004, AJ, 128, 212)

• APT: Hidas et al. (2005, MNRAS, 360, 703)

• WASP0: Kane et al. (2005, MNRAS, 362, 117)

• HATnet: Hartmann et al. (2004, AJ, 128, 1761)

• (no publications on variability in OGLE transit survey fields?)

Ancillary science publications from ground-
based transit search projects - II



Variable stars in the field of Open Cluster NGC 6819 (Street et al. 2005)

eclipsing binaries

BY Dra (rotation)

long period (baseline too 
short to classify)

other (mainly pulsating)

Under-exploited... variables are listed and classified, but usually that’s it. Perhaps samples aren’t large enough?



Large samples of 
eclipsing binaries

• The OGLE example

• 1000’s of new EBs in LMC & SMC from OGLE (Wyrzykowski et al. 2003, AcA, 53, 1; 
2004, AcA, 54, 1)

• Estimate of cloud distance from subset with spectroscopic solution (Harries et 
al. 2003, MNRAS, 339, 157); Hilditch et al. 2005, MNRAS, 357, 304)

• Period distribution: test of formation and dynamical evolution models (Mazeh 
et al. 2006, Ap&SS, 304, 343)

• Huge potential in large area transit surveys

• Constrain multiplicity properties of low-mass stars (Pinfield 2005, PASP, 117, 173)

• Use relative numbers of different types of EBs for Galactic population 
studies and to constrain formation models ( Willem et al. 2006, MNRAS, 367, 1103)

• But requires dedicated EB searches



e.g. Monitor 
(Irwin et al. 2006, MNRAS, 370, 954; 2007, MNRAS, 377, 741)

Large samples of rotation periods

Models now need constraining at older ages 
(those targeted by most cluster transit surveys) 
as well as the very earliest phases of evolution.

5.8. COMPARISON WITH MODELS 131

Figure 5.27: Rotational angular velocity ! plotted as a function of time in five mass bins: 0.9 <
M/M! ! 1.1, 0.7 < M/M! ! 0.9, 0.5 < M/M! ! 0.7, 0.35 < M/M! ! 0.5, and 0.2 < M/M! !
0.35. Crosses show the rotation period data, and short horizontal lines the 25th and 90th percentiles
of !, used to characterise the slow and fast rotators respectively. The lines show the models for
1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.42 and 0.28 M! (respectively), where the solid lines are solid body models, and
dashed lines are di!erentially rotating models, with the parameters shown. Plotted are the ONC
(1 Myr), NGC 2264 (2 Myr), NGC 2362 (5 Myr), IC 2391, IC 2602 (" 30 Myr), NGC 2547, " Per
(" 50 Myr), M50, NGC 2516, M34, the Hyades (625 Myr) and the Sun (" 4.57 Gyr).

Both solid body and differentially rotating models 
are needed to explain evolution across full range 
of rotation rates in a given mass range.



Pulsating stars

• Standard candles (RR Lyrae, Cepheids)

• Lead impact for Galactic structure studies

• Tests of stellar evolution across the HR diagram

• Very much under-exploited in ground-based surveys

• Significant increase in potential from space 

• lower amplitude, chart long term evolution (e.g. mode stability/period drifts)

• new / emerging classes of pulsators (white & brown dwarfs, PMS pulsators)

Pulsating variables in the Kepler field (Hartman et al. 2005)



• Moving objects and transients 

• SuperWASP: Parley et al. (2006, EM&P, 97, 261)

• Exploiting exisiting catalogs

• SuperWASP + ROSAT: Norton et al. (2007, A&A, 467, 785)

Ancillary science publications from ground-
based transit search projects - III



Transients and moving objects

• Detected on some images and not on others

• Pipeline and archive must be designed with these in mind

• Degree of interest correlated with degree of difficulty

• previously known transits (e.g. supernovae) or moving objects (e.g. asteroids: 
Parley et al. 2006)

• unambiguous new transients (e.g dwarf novae)

• fast transients (e.g. GRBs) or new moving objects (e.g. asteroids & KBOs)



From space

• Bigger and Better

• Much higher precision

• More continuous time sampling

• Longer baselines

• New types of variability

• Many new types of pulsators

• Micro-variability in normal stars

• More precise characterisation of “normal” variables

• Large samples with uniform photometric properties

• Need large effort to parametrise the stars systematically

• Precursor missions like MOST and WIRE are showing  now on a few stars some 
of what will soon be possible on 1000s



Differential rotation with MOST

G5V star κ1 Ceti (Rucinski et al. 2004, PASP, 116, 1093; Walker et al. 2007, ApJ, 659, 1611)

Pattern of differential rotation is close 
to solar.

See also ε Eri (Croll et al. 2006, ApJ, 648, 607)

Light curve modelling yields accurate 
differential rotation pattern and spot 
properties (Lanza et al. 2007, A&A, 464, 741L: 
modelling of solar TSI and comparison to 
magnetograms)



Stellar micro-variability

2nd CoRoT Brasil Meeting, Ubatuba, 11/05

• need to find transits in the 
presence of variability

• one man’s noise is another’s 
signal - understand variability

• want tool to simulate light 
curves for stars of various 
temperatures and activity 
levels

Motivation

Large active regions

Small active regions 
and granulation

Harvey et al. (1993, ASPC, 42, 111)

SoHo/VIRGO/SPM

The “solar background”

Earth transit...

Semi-active Sun (SoHo/VIRGO/PMO6)

Pi =
Ai

1 + (2!Bi)
Ci

0 20 40 60

time (days)

Use activity proxies to scale to other stars 
(Aigrain et al. 2004, A&A, 414, 1139; Lanza et al. 2006, AN, 327, 21L)

Low-amplitude variations due to intrinsic evolution 
and rotational modulation of magnetic and 
convective surface structures. 

Major noise source - and scientific bonus - for 
space-based transit surveys



Granulation with WIRE

Granulation power in Procyon is ~3x 
that in Sun (Bruntt et al. 2005, ApJ, 633, 440)

Controversy over detection of oscillations (cf. 
MOST, Matthews et al. 2004, Nature, 430, 51L) 
highlights the analysis is delicate.

3-D simulations  (Freitag et al. 2001 ASPC, 223, 785; Svensson 

et al. 2005, ESA SP-560, 979) are starting to predict 
dependence of granulation power and time-scale on 
stellar parameters, in particular log g, Teff, [Fe/H]
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Figure 4. Comparison of power spectra of disk-integrated
photometric fluctuations between three solar simulations
and observational solar data from SOHO/VIRGO. Note
the steep decline in power in the range of the p-mode fre-
quencies.

5. Trends in the photometric variability

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the brightness fluctua-
tions for a sequence of models spanning a range between
DA white dwarfs with convective outer envelopes and red
giants. The power spectral density P! is plotted as !P!

which makes it independent of the unit in which the fre-
quency is measured. This facilitates the intercomparison
among the models where we scaled the frequency with
the sound crossing time over a pressure scale height at
the surface ("c). As evident from Fig. 5 all spectra show
a similar shape, and are essentially located in the same
scaled frequency range. We find a systematic increase of
the photometric variability towards giants. Note, that in
fact the square root of the power is plotted in Fig. 5. I.e.
our models predict an increase in the amplitude by a factor
of ! 1000 between the white dwarf and red giant model.

Our result is in marked contrast to the modelling of
Trampedach et al. (1998) who did not find an increase in
the granular photometric signal comparing the Sun and
Procyon A. However, they pointed out that their time se-
ries might have been not long enough to provide su!cient
statistics and coverage of lower frequencies. In view of
the ongoing debate about the photometric non-detection
of p-modes in Procyon by the Canadian Most satellite
(Matthews et al. 2004, Christensen-Dalsgaard & Kjeldsen 2004)
we stress that we obtain a factor of ! 3 in amplitude
between the background signal in the Sun and Procyon.
This refers to a comparison in a representation like Fig. 5
where di"erences in power can be essentially described by
uniform vertical shift. In a representation in absolute fre-
quencies the power ratio would be frequency-dependent.

By comparing models of similar e"ective temperature
and surface gravity, but di"erent metallicity we find a

Figure 5. Spectral power density of the brightness fluctua-
tions as a function of scaled frequency ! ·"c. Diamonds de-
limit frequency ranges in which p-modes have been detected
in radial velocity (Procyon data were taken from Brown et
al. 1991, # Hydrae data from Frandsen et al. 2002); ob-
served p-mode frequencies are located in regions with large
background power in the models. Note the systematic in-
crease in power with decreasing gravity. The behaviour at
scaled frequencies greater than 300 is dominated by the
numerics and should be discarded.
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Figure 6. Spectral power density of the brightness fluctua-
tions for two models around Te! = 5000K of solar (filled)
and 1/100 solar metallicity (dotted). To facilitate compar-
ison the x-axis includes the same range of frequencies as
the one in Fig. 5.

decrease of the brightness fluctuations with decreasing
metallicity, see Fig. 6. This is in line with expectation that
the higher densities encountered at optical depth unity in
metal poor models (due to lower overall opacity) leads to
smaller convective fluctuations and consequently smaller
brightness fluctuations.
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 Name PI  Team Proposal LS LE SS SE Keyword

1 Aerts Conny B BAG OB Supergiants HD47240   C  B sgiants HD47240 OB

2 Aerts Conny B BAG spB HD45284   C  spB HD45284 

3 Aerts Conny B BAG Survey of var. Stars  x   classif varstars

4 Alecian George F +2 HgMn pulsation  x   HgMn 

5 Amado P.J. E +4 Spot modelling & diff. Rotation x x   rotation G K M

6 Antonello Ennio I +5 Strange NRP modes in Cepheids  x  x Cepheids StrangeModes

7 Arnold Luc F +1 Earthshine x x x x Earthshine background

8 Cameron Andrew UK +7 Activity-noise  x  x Activity noise F G K

9 Chadid Miriem F +8 Blazhko effect C x   Blazhko RRLyr

10 Charpinet Stephane F +19 sDB  x  x sDB survey

11 Cuisinier Francois Br +9 Microvariability of Giants C x  x LBV massiveStars Mira

12 Cuypers Jan B BAG OB survey  x C  OB survey

13 DeRidder Joris B BAG Red Giants   C?  Red Giant HD50890 Maia,50846 

14 delaReza R. Br +7 Post TTau and Protoplanets  x   protoplanets TTau

15 Eisloeffel Jochen D - Brown Dwarfs and Very Low Mass  x  x Brown Dwarfs VLM rotation

16 Fernandez M. E +2 PMS accretion variability  x   PMS accretion rotation

17 Gameiro Jorge E +3 PMS activity  x   PMS activity rotation 

18 Garrido Rfa E +15 DS and GD mode identification  x  x DS GD color

19 Gonzales Walter Br +4 Radio emmission from exoplanets   x x exoplanets radio

20 Gosset Eric B +BAG Massive - O - stars   C  O LargeMass

21 Gosset Eric B +BAG WR stars  x   WR 

22 Gregorio-Hetem Jane Br +8 PMS interaction and activity  x  x PMS activity rotation accretion

23 Groot Paul NL +1 Cataclysmic Variables    x timescales CV accretion 

24 Groot Paul NL +1 discovery of Cataclysmic Variables  x   CV DwarfNovae

25 Groot Paul NL +2 Soft X transients in outburst  x   Xbin AqlX1 V1333Aql

26 Guenther Eike D +3 Flares in late type stars  x   flares LateType

27 Guillot Tristan F +2 Reflection on exoplanets x  x  HD46375 

28 Handler Gerald A +2 HD167858 GD + DS   C  DS GD HD167858

29 Handler Gerald A - HD180642 betCep   C  betCep HD180642

30 Hatzes Artie D +11 Pulsating G-K Giants  x   G K giants 

31 Hubert Anne-Marie F +9 Pulsation in Be stars  x   Be 

31 Hubert Anne-Marie F +9 Pulsation in Be stars    x Be HD168797 HD179405

32 Janot-Pacheco EduardoBr +6 Interacting binaries  x x  CV WD Xray symbiotic stars

33 Lammer Helmut A +5 Exoplanet HD46375 b   x  HD46375 HD46558 O M0III

34 Lampens Patricia B +BAG DS in EB V577Oph    x V577Oph EB DS 

35 Lampens Patricia B +BAG NGC2324 A-F stars    x NGC2324 coolb DS HD55057

36 Lanza Antonio I +7 active close EB VVMon AR Mon   x  magnetic active EB 

37 Lanza Antonio I +7 Variability of late type stars  x   lateType var rotation activity

38 Lehmann Holger D +6 Pulsation in early type binaries  x  x survey pulsation binaries

39 Maceroni Carla I +5 Early contact bin V803Aql    x V803Aql lateType bin PMS EB Mira

40 Maceroni Carla I +7 Microquasar V1343Aql or SS433  x  x V1343Aql SS433 microquasar 

41 Maceroni Carla I +4 Monitoring close EB  x x x close EB lightcurves

42 Marconi Marcella I +9 PMS-DS VVSer    x PMS DS VVSer 

42 Marconi Marcella I +9 Open clusters with PMS C x   PMS in clusters

43 Martino Domitilla de I +5 CV CWMon  x   CV DwarfNovae

44 Mathias Philippe F +5+ GD instability strip  x   GD

45 Medeiros Jose Br +5 Exoplanet Search  C    

46 Medeiros Jose Br +10 Rotation x    rotation G

47 Messina Sergio I +6 Corona + magnetic fields - late type  x  x lateType var rotation activity

48 Mosser Benoit F +5 Complementary photom + spectrom C    F G Harps

49 Mosser Benoit F +5 Neptune Uranus Titan seismology   x  Neptune Uranus Titan

50 Oliveira Alexander Br +2 WR HD45166   x  HD45166 WRp

51 Pagano Isabella I +8 Activity in late type stars ? ? ? ? lateType activity 

52 Pagano Isabella I +9 Nano flares and microvariability   x  dKe dMe FlareStars PZ Mon GJ752A

53 Paunzen Ernst A +2 LB 35Aql   C  LB 35Aql 

54 Picazzio Enos Br +6 Comets x x x x comets

55 Poretti Ennio I +7 Blazhko effect  x   RRLyr Blazhko

56 Poretti Ennio I +5+ HaDS  x   HaDS

57 Ribas Ignazio E +5 EB survey x x   LE + SE, EB survey G K M

58 Roques Francoise F +5 Kuiper belt objects ? ? ? ? Kuiper belt

59 Roxburgh Ian UK +1+ Convective Cores  x   B A F 

60 Schneider Jean F +2 Flare echos from exoplanets  C   flare echos

61 Schneider Jean F +1 Giant planet detection from eclipse ti  C   periodic modulation of eclipse times

62 Schneider Jean F +1 Lightreflex from HD46375b   x  HD46375

63 Schneider Jean F - Reflected light by Hot Jupiters x C   reflection exoplanets
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64 Schneider Jean F +2 Search for exoplanets by astrometry  C   astrometry

65 Schneider Jean F +1+ Self lensing in binary systems  C   self lensing

66 Schneider Jean F +3+ Small bodies around WD  C   transits in front of WDs

67 Silva Adriana Br +5 Star spots and transits  x   activity   

68 Solanki Sami D +3 Stellar Rotation Axes x x   inclination of rotation axes

68 Solanki Sami D +3 Stellar Rotation Axes   x  inclination, HD52265 G 0V

68 Solanki Sami D +3 Stellar Rotation Axes   x  inclination, HD50890 G 6III giant

69 Strassmeier Klaus D +4 Differential Rotation and Star Spot evx    HD43989 HD43933 diffRot

70 Surdej Jean B +7+ QSO and AGN monitoring  x   QSO AGN

71 Thoul Anne B +BAG A+F star sample  x   A F

72 Thoul Anne B +BAG F+G star sample  x   F G 

73 Toutain Thierry F +4 Acoustic oscill sources C    line asymmetry cutoff frequ

74 Vauclair Gerard F +18 Astersoseismology of WD  x  x WD

75 Vauclair Sylvie F +8 Am stars  x   Am

76 Vauclair Sylvie F +4 Central stars of exoplanetary syste  x   exoplanets centralStars

77 Weiss Werner A  Astrometry x x   global astrom

78 Weiss Werner A +3 Borders of Instability Strip C x   B A F G

79 Weiss Werner A +4 Discovery of roAp's  x   A F

80 Weiss Werner A +4 roAp 10Aql   C  roAp 10Aql

81 Zwintz Konstanze A +4 PMS in NGC2264   x x PMS NGC2264

          

          

 Team   number of Co-proposers      

 LS   Long run with seismology CCDs      

 LE   Long run with exo-CCDs      

 SS   Short run with seismology CCDs      

 SE   Short run with exo CCDs      

 Keywords   Keywords      

The CoRoT Additional Program

• The additional program means

• Any science except transiting planets in the exoplanet fields or seismology in 
the seismology fields

• Use core program data or request specific targets (easy) / runs (hard)

• Yearly AO 

• open to anyone from countries contributing to CoRoT or ESA member states

• next AO for 2nd year of operations in Autumn 2007

• Examples from 1st AO include 

• EBs and cataclysmic variables

• Pulsating stars to rare or faint for seismology core program

• Micro-variability and rotation

• Search for reflected light by non-transiting planets

• Dedicate run on star-forming region

• ...
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